
Ethernet’s ability to cost effectively meet surging technology
is across a number of industries has contributed to its increasing
it particularly in New Jersey. Optimum Lightpath, which has
d a metro Ethernet over fiber service in the region for five years,
n particularly strong uptake in the financial1 educational and
are sectors. The following case studies, courtesy of recent Optimum
th deployments, illustrate the impact that the technology is having
iout the state. .

II Township School District . V

V

ing 21st Century Learning V

rsey’s HowellTownship Public School District is the third-largest
school district in the U.S., servitig 6,800 students and 1,500
s across 12 schools. Held back by an exiting communications.
k that had slowed to a crawl, the Monmouth County district ‘was
o conduct a technology overhaul that would catapult learning
to the digital age. It was surprised to learn that ñ’ietro Ethernet
tiake this goal attainable — while lojering its costs in the process.
mponent of the Howell Township School District’s technology

to prepare students to participate globally. But its aging
Lnicatons network was making learning beyond the classroom
ongoing challenge. By deploying metro Ethernet services from

am Lightpath, the district boosted its bandwidth capacity from
gabits to a considerable 50 megabits, enabling faster, more
t support of advanced digital education applications. It saved
in the process. V

result of the rollout, the district is now exploring a hist of
it technology-based learning opportunities that it couldn’t
)nsider before. This includes using teleconferencing and video
ncing to share teaching resources between schools, utilizing
Es for teaching and research and deploying SMART Boards. Its
:s are even taking advantage of video conferencing capabilities
ASA and the National Archives.
e heart of this leap ahead in teaching and learning advancements
technology that connected the district’s schools, teachers and

students to each other and the world. Metro Ethernet had truly
introduced a universe ofpotential and opportunities to help students soar.

Gain Capital V

In The Fast-Paced World of Finance, Time Is Money
New Jersey and New York-based GAiN Capital was growing fast in
the online foreign exchange industry. With clients from more than 140
countries and the need to support an average trade volume of nearly
$200 billion per: month, every microsecond mattered and downtime
was not an option. To support its continued growth from a technology
perspective, GAIN Capital needed guaranteed speed, resiliency and
capacity in its network. It found this combination in metro Ethernet
services from Optimum Lightpath. . V

GAiN Capitalwas on a growth streak, but speed and capacity in its
network was a constant concern. Especially since low-latency trading is
so critical in the fast-moving currency market.

The company needed to maintain extremely fast connections through
the Internet to its customers to keep an edge on the competition. It
also needed to ensure that its always-on foreign exchange trading
platfOrm maintained these speeds with zero downtime even in
the face of significant demand spikes, which are common in the
foreign exchange markets. If it couldn’t fulfill this need, it would lose
competitive ground.

To support its fast growth and accommodate its need for more
flexible, “on-demand” capacity, GAIN Capital took advantage of the
network diversity, low latency and high availability of metro Ethernet
services provided by Optimum Lightpath. The company migrated
to a dual-site hosting model; locating its production trading systems
infrastructure in two separate sites with a fully redundant gigabit circuit
linking the facilities to enable always-on, real-time data replication. As
a result, the network provides a physically separate infrastructure and a
diverse path to enable customers to connect with GAIN Capital.

On the heels of true network diversity, improved speed and reliability,
and the ability to add capacity as needed all for a lower cost, GAIN
Capital was positioned for growth. All as a result of deploying a
technology it could bank on.

Holy Name Hospital
When Speed Is Life, Technology Is Critical
Continued advancements in healthcare technology are ushering in a new era
of ‘patient care. Holy Name Hospital in Teaneck wanted to leverage these
advancements to create an environment where its doctors and nurses were

• finally empowered by technology, not restrained by it. But with limited budgets
posing as a potential barrier to success, big technical strides also needed to come
with a reduced price tag. Metro Ethernet ultimately delivered the much-needed
technology capabilities that would improve patient care, bringing with it $50,000
in annual cost savings. V

Holy Name Hospital’s increasingly expensive, but slow Internet connection
wasn’t meeting its needs as lifesaving, but bandwidth-intensive processes and
information put a strain on its network. Additionally, recent storm-related
outages in the area demonstrated that the hospital was potentially vulnerable to
the temporary loss in services experienced by surrounding businesses. To deliver
the very best in patient care, Holy Name Hospital needed to .provide more and
better access to lifesaving information for anyone involved in its patients’ care

be it nurses and physicians at the hospital, working from home. or in satellite
offices, third-party partners and remote radiologists, just to name a few. It also
needed to take steps to prevent communications from ever going down.

Holy Name Hospital boosted its bandwidth from a 3MB Internet connection
to a more reliable 100MB connection. As a result, it was able to deliver split-
second access to critical patient. information, both within the hospital and
remotely to anyone involved in the care of the patient. This included instant
access to its online clinical information system, enabling physicians and other
caregivers to gain fast access to test results, CT nuclear and PET scan images
and patient histories from virtually anywhere.

The hospital’s private physician practices could also access its WebHIS clinical
information system from anywhere to review test results, view radiology images
and more closely follow the care of patients. It could also communicate in real
time with ER registrations to the county for pandemic detection surveillance. And,
it did all this while reducing yearly communications network expenses by $50,000.

By consolidating all voice, data, Internet and imaging communications over
Optimum Lightpath’s completely fiber Metro Ethernet network, Holy Name
Hospital delivered the first-class healthcare experience its patients deserved.

LEGAL Q&A

QDo New Jersey employer’s need
to reasonably accommodate the
use of medical marijuana?

A On July 1, 2010 the New Jersey
V Compassionate Use Medical

Marijuana Act takeseffect, which
allows for the regulated.use of marijuana by
patients suffering from debilitating med!cal
conditions. Notably, the law does not require
employers to accommodate the medical use
of marijuana “in the workplace”. There are
however a number of issues that have yet to
be addressed, including:

• The use of medicinal marijuana before
work, during a lunch break, after work
and off-duty periods.

• What if a registered marijuana usertests
positive for. drugs which is contrary
tO a we!l established,. ‘zero tolerance
company policy on drugs and alcohol
inthe workplace?

• Can an adverse employment decision be
made based on that positive drug test?

• How will an employer balance the
rights of a registered user under state
and federal disability laws against the
employer’s right to maintain a safe and
healthy workplace?

The NJ Dept. of Health and Senior Services is
expected to provide guidance on the subject
soon. Until then, NJ may look to 13 other
states that have a similar law for guidance.
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learn more about how Holy Name
Hospital is connecting lightening fast with
Optimum Lightpath’s metro ethernet.

Optimum Lightpath
Meets N.J. ‘s Technology Demand Needs —

Cost Effectively!
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Click for additional information from
Giordano, Halleran & Ciesla, P.C.
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